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Social Media Measurement and Monitoring

“One person's data is another person's noise.”
― K.C. Cole (Author of the Universe and the Teacup)

1. THE SOCIAL MEDIA LANDSCAPE
The importance of social media has been increasing exponentially and has
warranted many discussions about the importance of social media marketing and
apportioning marketing budgets for social media. A recently conducted survey of
about 3000 marketers by Salesforce to discuss State of Marketing in 2015 and in the
future, (Salesforce.com, 2015) revealed that 66% of marketers have a dedicated
social media team, and 64% feel that it is a critical enabler for their business. Social
Media is also considered an element of the promotional mix and an important
integrated marketing communication (IMC) tool (Mangold and Faulds, 2009). It has
also been pegged as one of the key areas where spending is expected to increase in
the coming years. However, none of these discussions can come to fruition unless
the right approach and tools are considered to monitor and measure the
developments in social media marketing.

Organizations are engaging in a whole gamut of activities when it comes to social
media such as content generation, content publishing, content distribution, social
media advertising, and social media customer service. Besides, they are also
defining specific strategies for different social media channels such as Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter, Snapchat and the like. With such an increasingly complex social
media landscape, the pertinent question that all brands and social media managers
are seeking to understand is, how can they keep track of where this effort is headed?
Measuring the effectiveness of these efforts is essential to calibrating future efforts,
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and even for apportioning funds accordingly. One of the recommendations that
came forward from the report on State of Marketing (Salesforce.com, 2015) was
that organizations should engage in social listening to make sure that they are
covering all bases when it comes to monitoring their brands or topics relevant to
their brands. If someone is talking about the brand somewhere, the organization
should know.

1.1 A Treasure Trove of Data
Social Media sites such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, LinkedIn and
Snapchat are a treasure trove of data. Consumers constantly engage with brands, as
do film and television celebrities, politicians, sportspersons, musicians, company
employees and even your neighbor with a peculiar sense of humor.

But before proceeding further, we need to establish the scope of customer
engagement particularly in the context of social and digital marketing. The term
“customer engagement” has gained widespread practitioner and academic attention
particularly with the transition to more social channels. Traditionally customer
engagement has been proven to enhance sales (Neff, 2007), competitive advantage
(Sedley, 2006) and innovation (Sawhney, Verona and Prandelli, 2005). But what
exactly is customer engagement?

Hollebeek, 2011 defines customer brand engagement as follows:
“The level of an individual customer’s motivational, brand-related & contextdependent state of mind characterized by specific levels of cognitive, emotional &
behavioral activity in brand interaction”
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The following caveats can be noted about engagement
•

Engagement is characterized by a two way interaction between consumer
and a product/brand (Bowden, 2009)

•

Engagement yields in “customer repeat patronage, retention and loyalty”
(Verhoef, Reinartz and Krafft, 2010)

•

“Online customer engagement”

is characterized by “active sustained

cognitive processing”, “instrumental value” and “experiential value”
(Mollen and Wilson, 2010)

Organizations and brands need to monitor and measure the voice of the customer
across various structured and unstructured messages, key words, hashtags,
communities and be well equipped to address complains with the resources
necessary to respond to crisis situations. That sounds like a lot of work for social
media managers, however in order to plan better, most organizations have
guidelines to make the process smooth.

The objective of this chapter is to highlight the role that social media measurement
and monitoring processes can play in influencing business outcomes based on
consumer behavior analysis.

2.
IMPORTANCE
OF
SOCIAL
MEASUREMENT AND MONITORING

MEDIA
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Consumers today have more devices and control at their fingertips, and are not
afraid to explore and use various technologies available to them. And with the
presentation of new connected and wearable devices and communication channels,
it has become even more important to continuously monitor the consumer behavior
across relevant channel touchpoints in order to serve the consumer better with
relevant offerings at the right time. In the era of Snapchat and Facebook, which
largely started out as millennial fads, why is it important to talk about Social
Measurement and Measurement (SMM)? The answer to this question lies in
understanding how monitoring and measurement of social media helps
organizations. Below we illustrate the benefits of the 4 E’s of the SMM process.

1. Engage Consumers: Consumers talk about brands on social media using
myriads of hashtags, keywords, geolocation details, tags and content types
such as photos, videos etc. In order to understand what is being said,
organizations must actively listen and monitor online conversations about
the organization itself or a particular brand, product category or campaign.
Successful SMM processes yield actions that not only engage consumers but
also enable organizations to drive towards consumer-first strategies.

2. Enhances Focus: SMM processes help organizations to maintain an
enhanced focus on its marketing strategy and operations objectives within
the social media sphere. By spelling out the important business objectives
and how it can be measured, recalibrates the focus of the organization on the
issues that are important.
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3. Educates Performance: Successful SMM processes enable organizations to
continuously learn how to perform better vis a vis competitors. It also
facilitates the reporting of relevant findings to any stakeholders within the
organization.

4. Enables Return on Investment (ROI) Discussion: SMM process enables
the linking of returns to the cost incurred on social media marketing efforts
either at a strategic and organizational level or at the marketing campaign
and operational level. This enables organizations decide if and how
investment should be made across the social media value chain.

3. THE SOCIAL MEDIA MEASUREMENT
MONITORING (SMM) PROCESS

AND

The social media measurement and monitoring process is carried out to measure and
monitor social media activities so organizations can achieve its goals.

First, the process begins with a social media audit to assess how efficiently and
effectively the brands’ existing social media efforts are performing, as well as
evaluating where the consumers are engaging and communicating.

Second, mapping of objectives is carried out to understand direction of brand in
regards to its efforts on social media and what it aims to achieve. Based on the
different objectives various organizations may have, different strategies may have to
be adopted. For instance, objective mapping could include deciding whether the
goal of the brand is to seek feedback from consumers, provide customer service or
increase brand awareness.
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Third, brands would need to draw out key performance indicators (KPIs) for each
objective, and that would be the foundation in determining what is to be measured.
An example of a KPI is Fan Growth rate (see Table 7) which tracks the growth of
fans on a social media channel over a period of time.

Fourth, brands would have to set out quantifiable targets, and depending on the
objective and the KPI these could range from a simple number of followers on
Twitter to the number of comments on a post on Facebook. Further, brands could
look to the market leader or its competitor to identify the target it wants to establish.

Fifth, the company would choose various measurement tools and chalk out
approaches to measure the indicators they have established. These tools range from
sentiment analysis and content analysis to automated tools and software that enable
measurement and analysis.

Sixth, would be to perform a comparative analysis – to see how the actual indicators
stack up against the targets, and then finally, recalibrate the social media strategy
accordingly. Figure 1 gives a representation of the process.

The next sections discuss each of these steps in greater detail.

INSERT FIGURE 1 NEAR HERE

3.1 Social Media Audit
Social Media Audit involves performing a reconnaissance of the brands social
media landscape. Brands may already be engaged in various social media activities
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such as a brand page on Facebook, Instagram account and a Twitter handle. Before
the SMM process is to commence it is essential to understand the brands exposure
in terms of the platforms that they are active on and how those initiatives are
working for them. However, a mere presence on a platform is not the only
parameter that needs assessment. It is also essential to understand what type of
engagement is carried out on each platform,

how regularly is the platform

monitored, and whether the brand’s consumers regularly engage in the platform
under consideration. The level of engagement can be varied across platforms – for
instance on Twitter the brand may just be retweeting praises sent to it by consumers,
but on Facebook a brand could be posting original content such as pictures from
events and contests. A social media audit should be able to capture the status quo of
social media activities being performed by the brand across platforms and also
gauge the effectiveness across each platform. Table 1 provides a social media audit
template.

INSERT TABLE 1 NEAR HERE

While the template provided is just an example of how a social media audit can be
performed, the template can also be amended to include other fields – for instance
most popular content posted (with the most likes), the format of the most popular
content (video, audio or image). Also, the frequency tab could be used to record the
frequency with which the brand posts content rather monitors content.
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Brands on Twitter
The most followed brand on Twitter is Chanel. Surprised? It has 12.2 million
followers. This is followed by Samsung Mobile with 11.9 million followers and
Starbucks with 11.7 million followers (Socialbakers, 2016). However, Samsung
ruled the roost only 6 months before. Chanel mostly tweets original content –
usually pictures and does not retweet any content. There are negligible to no
conversations with followers. Moreover, there is evidence to show that Chanel
posts at least one piece of content every day, sometimes more. What may have
catapulted Chanel from the third spot six months ago to the top spot as far as
Twitter followers go, ahead of Samsung Mobile?

Can you perform a social media audit for your favorite brand using the template
provided? What do you think are the strengths and weaknesses of the brands
social media strategy?

3.2 Map Objectives
After the social media audit is performed, the next step would be to enter the SMM
process loop. The loop starts with mapping of objectives. In terms of social media,
there can be several objectives for brands that may need attention. At a time they
may want to address one or many objectives, however that remains the discretion of
the organization based on its overall marketing strategy, the social media audit
performed and any developments in the market.

Mapping Objectives for Social Media can be driven by:
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1. Need to learn from consumers: Brands thrive on knowing their consumers
and offering products and services they want. In order to do that brands can
seek feedback and ideas from consumers to fine tune their value
propositions. This would also enable them to reduce cost, increase revenues,
and amplify their reach and engagement.
2. Potential expansion into new markets: When brands want to acquire new
markets they may have to develop objectives that enable it to increase its
reach and acquire new customer. A tactical objective to increase reach
would be to increase brand awareness.
3. Push to increase sales: Brands must grow and this is governed by more and
more consumers buying their products and services. If the need is to increase
sales, brands may decide to formulate a social media objective of creating
engagement with its e-commerce platform.
4. Enhance customer satisfaction and increase loyalty: Cost of acquisition of a
new customer is higher than simply retaining an existing customer. Thereby,
if brands can keep their customers satisfied and happy they are bound to be
loyal (Heskett et al., 2008). From a strategic view point, the brand should
aim to increase engagement with consumers. Providing mechanisms for
customer service and complaint redressal could be an objective that helps in
this direction
5. Brand Equity: Social Media engagement can increase brand equity (Kim and
Ko, 2012). Brands should create engaging content to improve brand equity.

INSERT TABLE 2 NEAR HERE
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Depending on the business driver, sample tactical objectives can be drafted. For
example, an airline may want to enhance customer satisfaction through engagement.
To achieve this, they may want to reduce hold times on telephones and provide
greater customer service. They may have alternate options for consumers to reach
them such as via Twitter, Facebook or E-mail, but if people don’t see how the
airline engages on these platforms and what their response rates and times are, they
may not be prompted to use these mediums and prefer to call instead. Thus bringing
traffic from call centers to social media could be a big challenge for a brand. If done
right, it can help keep costs down and enhance customer satisfaction. Promoting
enhanced responsiveness on social channels, could be one way airlines could get
more people to get customer service through Twitter or Facebook. At the time of
this writing KLM, Royal Dutch Airlines (@KLM), has announced on its twitter
profile page that it’s average response time is 88 minutes and this is updated every 5
minutes.

What is the KLM average response time now as mentioned on its Twitter profile
now? How does this compare with other airlines’ response time?

National Geographic (@natgeo) is the most followed brand on Instagram. It has
more than 50 million followers (Instagram, 2016). National Geographic posts more
than one stunning photo and sometimes several photos a day. However, one must be
cognizant of the fact that the people are engaging with the content by commenting,
liking or sharing it. For a brand like National Geographic it would be important to
understand engagement, which may be a more relevant objective than brand
awareness. As the National Geographic Instagram account already has a huge
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following, the real test would lie in knowing how people are engaging with the
content posted by National Geographic over how many new followers it acquired
over a period of time.

3.3 Build KPIs
The pace at which communication has shifted from traditional closed
communication medium, such as call center services and email conversations, to a
much publicly visible and highly reactive medium, such as the social media
conversations has positioned social media community as one of the key critical
community in brand success. As a social media community manager, it has become
even more important to regularly monitor the existing and evolving social media
networks to understand the customers, listen in to the trends, review campaign
performance and track competitors. And with so much information available online,
as well as offline, it is often difficult to make sense of the statistics and indicators
across all channels. In many cases, having clear performance metrics, goals, and
KPIs will help brands determine how to effectively and efficiently react to a given
situation.

3.3.1 Performance Metrics
We will broadly classify the performance metrics into three groups, namely,
•

Reach to increase awareness,

•

Influence & Engagement to generate leads & nurture relations, and,

•

Raise Revenues to focus on sales growth

Reach
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Reach helps focus on the probable size of user base, based on the number of unique
impressions, followers, shares, comments, and likes. Brands can execute campaigns
that can enable them to reach their target audiences in three way - via organic reach,
paid reach and viral reach.
•

Organic Reach: Anything unpaid or that which grows naturally is organic.
For example, users viewing or engaging with content or messages which are
distributed by the brands naturally and without any paid sponsorship. Let’s
say, Andy and Anne are active users of Twitter and Facebook respectively.
Andy’s twitter feed and Anne’s Facebook wall shows a video content posted
by the brand. Whether Andy and Anne engage with this video content or
not, if the content appears in their respective channel feeds, then the brand’s
organic reach went up by 2. Brands can further filter this number by gender,
channel, geographies etc. to accurately measure the organic reach.

•

Paid Reach: Any sponsorship or payment involved in promoting content or
messages is paid reach. For example, users viewing or engaging with
content or messages which are distributed by brands via paid networks. Let’s
say, if brand A buys a sponsored tweet in Twitter or a sponsored post in
Facebook, then the tweet or the post appears in the users feed. The paid
networks allow brands to specify their target demography, region, gender
etc., which facilitates targeted marketing.

•

Viral Reach: Viral reach is achieved when posts are visible in a user’s feed
from the people, brand, ambassadors or celebrities that the user may have
followed/liked, commented on or re-shared. Let’s say, Andy is friends with
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Anne. Andy likes the campaign status message of brand A which is publicly
visible on Facebook. This status is then also visible to Anne, which Anne
may likely to comment, re-share or like. This comprises viral reach.

Influence and Engagement
While reach helps gauge the opportunity size, influence and engagement measure
the exposure potential of campaign content or messages. The influence and
engagement performance metric is important to measure the amplification potential
of a campaign content and the corresponding behavior of the brands’ audiences
towards the campaign over time. This in turn helps brands to measure the customer
acquisition and/or sales conversion potential.

Figure 2 below depicts the degree of separation between the brand and its audiences
i.e. fans/followers, and the influence that a brand can capitalize on. A brand on a
social media channel must actively listen and continuously engage with its audience
to evaluate what is echoing with its immediate fans/followers, and their engagement
and influencing potential to reach wider audiences. Such degrees of influences and
engagement are likely to provide with formidable insights that will further help finetune the content creativity and creation, as well as the overall campaign messaging.

INSERT FIGURE 2 NEAR HERE

Raising Revenues
Revenue focused metrics are critical and justify the effort, budget and resources put
towards the social media marketing program. But it is commonly believed that the
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complexities involved in measuring social media revenue metrics makes the
measurement criteria a challenge, especially when the campaign initiatives are
spread across multiple social media channels and touch points. No KPI is complete
without appraising the revenue objectives, and brands can overcome the challenges
and complexities as long as the metrics and KPIs are clearly tied to the overall
business goals, clearly articulated and aligned with relevant stakeholders.

When building KPIs to measure the reach of a brand, the following questions must
be asked:
Q1: What social media channels is the brand using for its campaigns?
Q2: How are consumers/customers reaching the brand?

3.3.2 Building KPIs
Setting clear KPIs will enable brands to report the progress and performance of one
or more campaigns across a number of social networks to senior management, and
help evaluate the areas to engage, improve, invest or even withdraw.

INSERT TABLE 3 NEAR HERE

For example, consider the fan growth rate KPI. Fan growth rate allows brands to
track fans/followers growing over time. Fan growth rate is useful when appraising
how quickly the brand is growing. Such a KPI help estimate the influence potential
the brand can capitalize on by reaching out to its fans/followers and possibly
engaging with them. However, note that one must not just rely on one KPI to
determine the success of a campaign, but instead must focus on all goal relevant and
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correlated KPIs. Quality of fan/follower or likely leads can be used in conjunction
with fan growth rate KPI under consideration to build relevant and meaningful
insights.

With a number of metrics offered by various social media networks, it is often
difficult to determine which KPIs are relevant and align with the business
objectives. When developing KPIs, understanding and evaluating what is relevant
for the brand is essential. For example, asking questions such as the follows will
help outline clear KPIs:
•

What are the objectives to be achieved from social media marketing?

•

What social media channels to consider for campaign management?

•

How are the consumers reaching the brand?

•

Which KPIs are in use and how efficiently will it measure success?

•

Are KPIs to be evaluated in silos or correlated with other KPIs?

INSERT TABLE 4 NEAR HERE

3.4 Quantify Targets
Once the KPIs are defined, they must be linked to the strategic business metrics and
goals. KPIs must be measurable in order to benchmark the growth objectives to
deliver; and concrete in order to assess the necessary budget and resources required
to execute the operations.

INSERT FIGURE 3 NEAR HERE
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For example, if a brand is looking to increase number of followers (fan growth rate)
across a breadth of social media platforms such as Twitter, Facebook, Instagram and
Snapchat, but fails to do so on a given platform, say Twitter, then the campaign is
not completely lost. The brand needs to now measure the overall percentage
increase in the number of fans/followers across various social media channels,
including Twitter as a first. It can also focus instead on measuring the increase in
audience, who may have seen the brands content organically, or via sponsored
posts, even though they may not be fans or followers of the brand. .
Such a measurement provides great insight in evaluating the investments in tools,
resources and social media channels necessary for future campaigns. However, it
should be noted that fan growth rate is not an accurate indication of the quality of
the fan/follower base. A better tool for assessing the quality of the fan/followers
could be sales leads (See Table 11) or monitoring network influencers. For instance
Kylie Jenner who has 76.2 million followers (as in October 2016) on Instagram is
considered an influencer in the domain of beauty and fashion. A leading fashion
brand may find that a mention of their product or brand by a notable network
influencer like Kylie Jenner can help their reach increase exponentially.

Quantifying social media objectives is always challenging, and hence when
developing targets, determining the practical and measurable goals relevant to the
brand is critical. For example, asking questions such as the follows will help outline
clear measurable KPIs,
•

What should the business aim to achieve with the KPI?

•

What measures are the competitors within the industry adopting?
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•

What budget, resources, and technology are available to meet this target?

•

Is the target realistic and does it take into account all factors to reach the
goal?

•

Does the target have milestones or deadlines and is it measured regularly?

For example; If the brand has decided to focus on the performance metric of Reach,
in order to enhance brand awareness and drafted a KPI of fan growth rate, how does
it decide what would constitute a reasonable fan growth rate percentage? Some
approaches of quantifying targets include:
-

Market leader: A brand could decide to fix a target based on the fan growth
rate of the market leader on a select social media channel.

-

Competitor: A brand could also fix its target based on the fan growth rate of
its closest competitor.

-

Event Driven Decision: A potential development in the business
environment could also guide the target quantification. For example, if a
brand is sponsoring an event, then during the airing of the event it may
quantify its target for fan growth rate higher than usual due to the increased
visibility during that period.

3.5 Standardize Measures
The ‘I’ in the KPI refers to the indicator, which is nothing but statistics and
arithmetic values associated with an activity. The arithmetic values give a scorecard
about the performance of the activity at given point in time or over a certain period,
and helps benchmark the performance against an indicator.
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While indicators are usually easy to quantify and calculate, brands may still need to
create custom scale of measurements, and also decide upon the best computation
methods to report such as, percentages, counts, totals, averages or ratios.

INSERT TABLE 5 NEAR HERE

For example, if the brand is measuring the fan growth rate for a specific channel say
Instagram over a quarter, then then it can either measure the percentage increase or
decrease in the number of fans between the start of the quarter and the end of the
quarter. However, if a brand wants to measure the quality increase or decrease in the
number of fans, then many factors could potentially be introduced into the
calculation such as number of authorized Instagram accounts, audiences acquired
through loyal fans/followers, leads to sales conversions etc.

Quantifying social media objectives is always challenging, and hence when
developing KPIs, it is good practice to determine the practical and measurable goals
relevant to the brand. For example, asking questions such as the follows will help
outline clear measurable KPIs,
•

Is the KPI objective well understood?

•

Can the KPI be easily measured?

•

Are all the factors and assumptions considered to compute the KPI?

•

Is the KPI simple and easy to explain?

•

Does the measurement depend on other KPIs?
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3.6 Comparative Analysis
Comparative analysis is about comparing apples to apples of two or more
alternatives such as campaigns, content, content type, message, brand ambassador,
sub-brands or the likes. In social media terms, for example, say, the change in fan
growth rate may be presented over a period of time and benchmarked against one or
more competitors to evaluate the overall standing of the brand reach with respect to
the social media or company goals. Comparative analysis fully estimates the
completeness of measuring the success of the KPI as well as the brand within (sub
brands, if any) and outside (competitors) of the brand ecosystem.

INSERT TABLE 6 NEAR HERE

In the example highlighted in Table 6, for the month of January, Company A has
grown positively, lagging in the race with Company B, but leading in the race with
Company C.

Performing a comparative analysis over time, across regions, demographics, social
media channels, as well as benchmarking against family of brands, competitors or
campaigns will enable brands to effectively and efficiently compute and measure
the success of the initiative.

The level of details to engineer comparative analysis must be based on the resources
available and importance of the KPI. For example, asking questions such as the
follows will help outline clear comparative analysis for a given KPI,
•

Why does the brand need comparative analysis?
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•

Are there enough parallels to perform meaningful analysis?

•

Is the limitation to analyze, compare various data points understood?

•

How frequently must the comparative analysis be executed?

•

What is the level of detail to evaluate the comparison on?

From Performance Metric to Calculation: Tabulation of various Performance
Metrics with KPI and Calculations
INSERT TABLE 7 NEAR HERE
INSERT TABLE 8 NEAR HERE
INSERT TABLE 9 NEAR HERE
INSERT TABLE 10 NEAR HERE
INSERT TABLE 11 NEAR HERE

3.7 Recalibrate
Based on the findings during measurement and comparative analysis stage a brand
may decide to recalibrate its approach. The need for recalibration could arise due to:
•

Non-achievement of the targets: If a brand is unable to achieve its target it
would need to investigate the reason for falling short. Was the non
achievement due to the target being set at an overzealous level or did they
fall short in their efforts?

•

Changes in the environment: A change in the external environment or
internal environment of the brand can also force a recalibration of the SMM
process. If the brand expects a cut in the social media marketing budget, it
may have to forego certain resources and dial down its targets.
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•

Misguided KPI: A brand may have erroneously decided to focus on a KPI,
which may not have been relevant to the business. For instance, a brand
looking to increase brand awareness and increase brand engagement may
have decided to focus on sales from social media leads rather than applause
rate average (See Table 9). While the first KPI is linked to revenue, the
second is more about influence and engagement. The brand may want to
focus on the applause rate average to tap into influence and engagement.

4. SENTIMENT VISUALIZATION
With so much content being created and shared on social networks, brands need to
constantly listen in to relevant conversations, words, and themes to be informed
about sentiment around their products, brands and the organization itself. The
listening has to be in accordance to privacy and security laws regulated in the
region, and calibrated according to the goal. If the goal is awareness then one way
of measuring it would be to see how many people are using the name of the brand in
conversations across social and to what extent is the conversation positive or
negative. This is where sentiment analysis or opinion mining would fit in. Usually,
considering the number of data points, sentiment analysis is performed by written
programs. To perform it manually for 500 million tweets sent out every day would
be humanly impossible. There is a range of tools available to track sentiment online.

The tweet sentiment visualization (Tweet Sentiment Visualization, 2016) developed
by Healey and Ramaswamy at NCSU is one such free website. Type in a keyword
and you are presented with a graph plotting the tweet text across a range of
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sentiments such as unpleasant to pleasant, active to subdued, (On the X and Y axis
respectively) and among other sentiments as well such as depressed, excited,
nervous, and calm. The graph can also show each data point used to craft the
sentiment analysis, in this case clicking on each circle shows you the corresponding
tweet. A keyword search for the hugely popular augmented reality game “Pokemon
Go” developed by Niantic yields a vast amount of positive data points. (See Figure
4)

INSERT FIGURE 4 NEAR HERE

However, machine driven sentiment analysis can sometimes lead to misleading
results, considering it is difficult for an algorithm to account for the cultural
linguistic nuances, sarcasm and double entendre. This often leads to confusion in
classification. For a tweet that says “This cupcake is wickedly sinful” to be
perceived as negative by the algorithm would be very wrong and give a wrong
indication to the brand about the sentiment surrounding it. Alternately, for two
statements with similar words but different meanings such as “I want the new
iPhone SO bad” vs “the new iPhone is so bad”, sentiment analysis coding would
classify them in the same way – negatively, as the automated code cannot read
between the lines in terms of the context.

Another example, a music production house tracking the sentiment for a new song,
and it gets a sentiment bordering on the negative, could it be due to the presence of
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tweets such as “This song is sick!”? Perhaps it is something to think about before
relying completely on algorithm driven sentiment analysis.

There are some tools which organizations can use, but it really depends on the
sophistication of the algorithm. Better yet they can get experts to perform a
sentiment analysis on a small sample of text manually.
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5. DATA VISUALIZATION
Data visualization is the process of collecting the data and exhibiting the data in a
graphical format, which allows complex information to be conveyed in easy to
interpret format and story.

“A picture is worth a thousand words” – English idiom

INSERT FIGURE 5 NEAR HERE

The ever-evolving nature of social media means that there are new social media
networks, technologies and interaction features emerging every year. More
networks mean more customers engaging across various channels, and eventually
more data to process and interpret. Brands can either choose to manually process the
data and ingest the results within the brand ecosystem, or automate the data
gathering and ingestion process. This can be achieved by using the public
application program interface (API) exposed by various social media channels for
easy to measure parameters.

6. CONCLUSION: DON’T GET OBSESSED WITH
NUMBERS
Isn’t social media measurement and monitoring enthusing? Brand may have
multiple digital touchpoints and journeys which may involve solidifying brand
awareness, generating leads, acquiring new customers, retaining existing customers
and growing revenues. It is indeed possible that certain deadlines, targets, and goals
may not be achieved. With plethora of data and insights, social media managers
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must be able to assess how to navigate from social media on through to recalibrating
the KPIs in the SMM process (see Figure 1).

Regardless of the consumer journey mapped out, it is important that brands
maintain a clear goal-driven approach, which is aligned with the overall business
goals in order to evaluate the social media marketing efforts. At the end, it is
important to be realistic, measure wisely!
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